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Generational change
Our lead feature (p10) takes a look at the expectations and
requirements of the Millennial and Generation Z cohorts. There are
plenty of reports that point to a need for change to environment,
organisation and attitude on the part of companies, if they are to
match those groups’ working preferences. The digitalisation of
manufacturing (Industry 4.0 – see also p39) and forthcoming
artificial intelligence (AI) would appear to play to these workers’ digital leanings, while
also removing the need for some of the hands-on operator-type roles to which they
may not be so attracted.
We have already seen a change to CNC interfaces. In the space of just a few
years, units with smartphone-/tablet-style modes of display and interaction have
become the norm. That is a presentational change, rather than one of substance,
perhaps, but CNC-enhancing apps from platforms (think Google Play and Apple iTune
App Store) can already add machine functionality – Siemens’ MindSphere, FANUC’s
FIELD, Okuma’s App Store and the ADAMOS App Factory.
Of still greater substance, and more in the vein of Industry 4.0, are ‘clever’
machines. Last issue (p14), we reported on Starrag’s machines’ intelligent
capabilities based upon in-built sensors and in-machine data analysis that together
support process/dimensional stability, obviating the need for traditional hands-on
operators that monitor machine outputs and linked inputs. More broadly, capabilities
such as FANUC’s CNCs’ ‘AI Feed Forward’ or elements of Heller’s Siemens-supported
‘HELLER4Performance’ offering likewise underpin high quality machining without
intervention, based on the gathering and local processing of high volumes of data.
GF Machining Solutions’ head of market region Asia, Laurent Castella, sums it up
neatly: “Young people today [Generation Z] do not want to be machine operators –
and the future of manufacturing will be factories without operators, anyway. This
generation will be programming manufacturing cells and systems and monitoring
productivity through convenient dashboards…. manufacturing technology is evolving
to the degree that soon one need not have deep mechanical engineering or
programming expertise to achieve satisfactory results…The winning machine tool
companies of tomorrow will be the ones that enable quality and productivity without
human intervention.”
There are other workplace/employer features that Millennials and Generation Zs
want, as our lead feature also highlights but, at a technological level, machine
managers rather than machine operators seem the likely future picture. And when is
that future? Well, consultant Deloitte says that Millennials will comprise 75% of the
global workforce by 2025. ■
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News round-up

Robot sales climb to new record

Siemens and Alibaba Cloud, the
cloud computing arm of Alibaba
Group, have signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) to partner
the fostering of the industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) in China.
https://is.gd/vinina

Global sales of industrial robots
reached a new record in 2017,
climbing to a total of of 380,550
units – an increase of 29%,
compared to the previous year
(2016: 294,300 units).
Findings from World Robotics
Report 2018, published by the
International Federation of
Robotics (IFR), show China seeing
the largest growth in demand for
industrial robots (up 58%), while
sales in the USA increased by 6%
and in Germany by 8%, all
compared to the previous year.
By industry, automotive
continues to lead global demand:
In 2017, around 125,200 units
were sold in this segment –
equivalent to growth of 21%.
The strongest growth sectors in
2017 were the metal industry
(+54%), the electrical/electronics
industry (+27%) and the food
industry (+19%).
Asia has the strongest

German machine tool maker Index
Group, supplied in the UK by Geo
Kingsbury, has been recognised by
Siemens AG for the sale of its
1000th licence for the Industrie 4.0
‘Virtual Machine’ product, an Index
development that is based on
Siemens’ control technology.
https://is.gd/awovol
Yamazaki Mazak is set to open its
own historic Machine Tool Museum
next year, on the 100th anniversary
of the company’s founding.
https://is.gd/movoxo
Japanese machine tool maker
Okuma, available via NCMT in the
UK, is to make additive
manufacturing an element of its
large twin-column machining
centres’ capability.
https://is.gd/ceduto
Taiwan’s FFG Group, represented in
the UK by MT Squared, has
partnered with the edge computing
firm Adlink to develop and apply the
new ROS2 (Robot Operating
System), making use of 5G mobile
communication. FFG says it will
build the world’s first demonstration
production line for factories of the
future, implementing fast and
reliable ROS2-based data exchange.
https://is.gd/hiwozo

Chemicals and materials specialist
BASF is expanding its cooperation
with supplier of 3D printing
technologies Materialise. The pair are
looking to improve materials and
software for 3D printing technologies
and bring them to market more
rapidly. https://is.gd/udoyoh
The majority of wind turbine blades
for the Hornsea Two wind farm will
be made at Siemens Gamesa
Renewable Energy’s (SGRE) Hull site,
where the pre-assembly work will also
be carried out.
https://is.gd/dapoho

By the end of this year, FANUC will have expanded existing Japanese
facilities and built a new factory there to boost the production of its robots
and Robocut EDM units, as well as its Roboshot injection moulding
machines.
By the end of September, a new factory is anticipated as having been
completed that will produce 1,000 robots and 50 more wire-cut EDM
machines. And by the end of November, there’ll be an enlarged existing
facility, boosting annual production of Robocut EDM machines by 50,
adding to the existing 100 unit/year capability. https://is.gd/gusiwu
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individual markets: China installed
around 138,000 industrial robots
in 2017, followed by South Korea,
with around 40,000 units, and
Japan, with around 38,000 units.
Meanwhile, in the Americas,
the USA is the largest single
market, with around 33,000
industrial robots sold, and in
Europe it is Germany, with around

XYZ Machine Tools officially
opened its new showroom at Slough
(pictured) on 12 July, with the event
drawing customers from far and
wide, resulting in a record-breaking
day for machine sales. Orders for
23 machines, just shy of £800,000,
were taken during the oneday event. https://
is.gd/sequwa
Mills CNC
reports
machine tool
sales in the
first half of
2018 to have
been “exceptionally
strong”, with orders
for 240 new Doosan
machines taken for the period
January to June 18. This takes in 20
sold during April’s MACH 2018
show. https://is.gd/iqugow
Ultra-clean additive manufacturing
(AM) metal powders and powder

22,000 units sold.
Says the robot organisation’s
president, Junji Tsuda: “The growth
of industrial robots continues at an
impressive pace worldwide.
Key trends such as digitalisation,
simplification and human-robot
collaboration will certainly shape the
future and drive rapid development.”
https://is.gd/ipecuc

traceability solutions manufacturer
LPW Technology saw HRH The Duke
of Gloucester officially open its AM
metal powder manufacturing facility.
https://is.gd/ekosuw
Aerospace engineering firm
JJ Churchill has signed a further
contract exceeding £70m
with Rolls-Royce Civil
Aerospace. https://
is.gd/xumiko
Following the
launch of the
Logiq range of
cutting tools in
March, ISCAR is
reporting high interest.
A UK stainless steel example saw
a Logiq 4 Turn cutting tool boost
cutting speeds from 114 m/min to
134 m/min, feeds from
0.2 mm/rev to 0.22 mm/rev, DoC
from 0.75 to 2.15 mm, with the
number of passes cut from three to
one. https://is.gd/kisoha
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2018. The appointment will see the
replacement of Mike Dinsdale, the
outgoing managing director, who is
set to retire at the end of 2018
after 40 years’ service.
https://is.gd/otusij

Having only just recently added
powder-bed metal additive
manufacturing technology from
AddUp to its portfolio, Geo
Kingsbury can now additionally offer
directed energy deposition
technology from BeAM.
https://is.gd/gajixo
RK International Machine Tools
has revealed a new partnership
covering the UK and Ireland with
Italy-based MCM (Machining Center
Manufacturing).
https://is.gd/eyonuy

Gripping systems and clamping
technology specialist Schunk has
expanded its UK sales team with
the appointment of Phil Holyome.
The area sales manager has been
tasked with enhancing the
company’s market presence in the
South West and along the M4
corridor. https://is.gd/desiwi

Product pick 10
Ewag unit sets new standard
Ewag’s Profile Line 5-axis grinding centre
(right) sets new standards in the
machining of indexable carbide inserts.
https://is.gd/ajevod

Shopfloor Industry 4.0
Siemens Industrial Edge will support
data processing at shopfloor level and
bring developed analysis technology and
the intelligence of Edge Computing to the manufacturing area in a secure way.
https://is.gd/enoquj

Hoffman Group vice development offers two in one
Vero Software has appointed Matt
Martin as area sales manager for
the North of England, with his focus
being the VISI, Edgecam and
WorkNC brands.
https://is.gd/rikala

Hoffmann Group’s new module for its Garant Xpent 5-axis vice makes it possible to
clamp two workpieces with just one vice. https://is.gd/kediye

Vero e2i boasts many user-requested improvements
The latest release of e2i from Vero Software contains more than 100 completed
development items, including 22 that have been specifically requested by users.
https://is.gd/forene

Ballnose end-mills are for materials up to 70 HRc
CGTech has announced that three
UK VERICUT User Exchange (VUE)
events are to take place throughout
September and October. The first
will be held on 19 September at the
Advanced Forming Research Centre,
Renfrewshire.
https://is.gd/wipobi
Professor Chris Sutcliffe, director
of research and development at
Renishaw’s Additive Manufacturing
Products Division (AMPD), has been
awarded a prestigious Silver Medal
from the Royal Academy of
Engineering (RAE) in recognition of
his role in driving the development
of metal 3D-printed implants for use
in human and veterinary surgery.
https://is.gd/evajip
The MACH 2018 exhibition has
picked up a top award at the Trade
Association Forum (TAF) Best
Practice Awards, with the biennial
event bagging top prize in the
Exhibition of the Year category.
https://is.gd/efikeh
Guhring has appointed Chris
Weston as its new managing
director with effect from 1 July
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Specifically aimed at the toolmaking industry, Rainford Precision has introduced
the new series of HSB-S Unimax ballnose, small, short-shank end-mills from Union
Tool for material up to 70 HRc. https://is.gd/meveke

Bystronic laser profiler tackles large sheet sizes

As of 1 July 2018, Lee Moakes
(above, left) heads the new Trumpf
UK senior team as managing
director, while Gerry Jones becomes
sales director and Juergen Herr
becomes the new finance director.
https://is.gd/yojufu

Bystronic has added a fibre laser model capable of processing sheet up to 12 m
long by 2 m wide. BySprint Fiber 12020 can cut either larger components or more
parts of a smaller size. https://is.gd/rekohe

Enterprise quality management package updated
An update to Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence HxGN Smart Quality online
quality data and measurement resource management software has been released.
https://is.gd/yahoha

High rate milling plus chamfering cutters from Sumitomo
TW Ward CNC Machinery (Ward
CNC) continues to expand its UKwide network of business managers
with the appointment of James Fell
as area business manager covering
the South of England.
https://is.gd/ladebi
Tooling specialist
Walter GB has
appointed Ria Kalia
to lead the
company’s UK
marketing
communications
activities.
https://is.gd/xaroba
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Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal has extended its WFX-Type Wave Mill screw-locking
shoulder milling cutter range that uses the proven, economically advantageous
series of four-corner inserts by adding the WFXH, a high feed rate multi-purpose
roughing and the WFXC chamfering-type tool bodies. https://is.gd/elireq

Out-of-the-box machine monitoring & management
FANUC’s MT-Linki is a fully scalable, out-of-the-box machine tool
monitoring solution that can monitor and manage data from one to
one thousand machines. https://is.gd/oxekuh

Boehlerit turning toolholders + coolant supply
Horn Cutting Tools is to offer Boehlerit’s turning toolholders that
have connections for internal coolant supply (left). They are
available from stock, with both toggle clamp (ISO-P) and screw
clamp (ISO-S) systems offered. https://is.gd/pojafu
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The Millennial
and Generation
Z cohorts have
grown up in a
digital world:
Industry 4.0
environments
are likely to be
attractive to them

New generations;
Ian Woodward, director of group UK sales at Filtermist, discusses how the desires and demands of
the younger generations differ greatly from their older peers and outlines actions manufacturing and
engineering organisations need to be taking now to secure their companiesÕ futures

E

mployers across the manufacturing and engineering
industries are continuing to face a number of new
challenges in the workplace, due to changing
employee demographics. With around 10,000 baby
boomers (those born between 1946 and 1964) retiring
from across all industries every day, according to
Investopedia, and many Generation Xs (those born between
the early 1960s and early 1980s) in senior management
roles, the need for those within the manufacturing industry
to engage with, attract and retain new blood is more vital
than ever. However, as a sector traditionally seen as ‘dirty
and dangerous’, long associated with poor health
outcomes and renowned for requiring individuals to work
long hours, there is an ever-growing awareness of the need
for considerable change – both perceptively and practically.
“According to the Manufacturing Technologies
Association (MTA), manufacturing supports 23% of the
UK’s entire GDP, with over 7 million jobs dependent on it
(full report: https://is.gd/huhaxu). Manufactured goods
account for almost half of all the UK’s exports and 70% of
total R&D spend. The industry has also benefitted from
faster- growing productivity – with the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) reporting manufacturing productivity in

10

the UK as being 12% higher than the national average in
the second quarter of 2017.
However, the potential next generation of workers still
perceives the industry as low-skilled, impersonal and
offering no real career prospects. And it’s not only the
opinion of young people – a survey by one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of custom prototypes and production
parts, Protolabs, revealed that the sector remains
associated with outdated terms such as ‘manual labour’
and ‘assembly lines’ by a quarter of senior business
decision-makers across the UK. Subsequently, employers
are struggling to attract the next generation of workers –
both ‘Millennials’ (those born between the early
1980s-1995) and ‘Generation Z’ or ‘iGen’ (1995-2012) –
not only due to the image of the sector, but the fact that
these younger cohorts have very different expectations,
outlooks and skills to their older counterparts. In a report of
2014, The Deloitte Millennial Survey said: “Across the globe,
70% of tomorrow’s future leaders might ‘reject’ what
business as traditionally organisational has to offer,
preferring to work independently by digital means in the
long term.” And it also noted that Millennials will comprise
75% of the global workforce by 2025.
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Perhaps one of the greatest differences is that
Millennials, and to an even greater extent Generation Zs,
have never really known a world without technology – from
the rise of the Internet and smart phones, to Instagram
and a wealth of other social media channels, technology
plays an integral part of every aspect of their daily lives
and enables them to be ‘social’ 24 hours a day. Whilst
increasing levels of automation are prevalent within the
manufacturing industries, continued investment in the
latest machinery and equipment has historically been
lower than in other industries, whilst research and
development, which enables organisations to benefit from
up-to-the-minute advancements, is also lower.
Despite this, the manufacturing industry is undergoing
a transformation to the fourth industrial revolution (see
also p39), with physical production being more widely
integrated with digital technologies. This network of

government launched the Year of Engineering at the
beginning of 2018 – a campaign dedicated to tackling this
skills gap through raising awareness and understanding of
the industry, and inspiring a new generation of inventors
and innovators.
Training is, of course, crucial and many manufacturers
are turning to apprenticeships to help them tackle these
skills shortages and provide not only the practical
knowledge, but a platform from which to nurture, grow,
and enthuse their future workforces. And this everincreasing desire by employers to introduce formal training
(recent research suggests that over 70% of manufacturers
see apprenticeships as a very credible alternative to
further and higher education) has seen the emergence
and growth of specialist training centres for the industry.
The Marches Centre of Manufacturing and Technology
(MCMT – see Machinery article: https://is.gd/osopif), for

new expectations
physical objects embedded with electronics, software
and connectivity, is enabling organisations to essentially
change the way they operate – with the ‘intelligent rise of
smart devices’ allowing businesses to enhance their
engagement with, and analysis of, data. A recent report
claims that through this, new business models are
emerging that are seeing organisations embrace these
advanced technologies and introduce sophisticated
tools and processes, such as industrial robotics,
artificial intelligence and enhanced data analytics. In
fact, while many commentators claim that this industrial
revolution is still in its infancy, a study by SAP found that
almost a third of processes across the sector already
incorporate embedded intelligence, with 34% of
manufacturers having a strategy to apply ‘Internet of
Things’ technologies into their processes – something
that is likely to excite and enthuse the next generation of
workers.
Alongside this, however, is the need for employers to
ensure that they have the right skills within their
organisation to be able to maximise all potential
commercial opportunities offered by these technological
advancements. According to The UK Commission for
Skills, almost a fifth of employers within the
manufacturing sector admitted to having skills gaps
across their workforce, compared to a sixth of all
employers across all industries, with EEF supporting this
claim by outlining that the UK manufacturing sector
currently has a ‘chronic skills gap’. In response, the
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example, was launched last year to create specialist
opportunities for apprentices and those currently working
within the industry, providing individuals with the unique
opportunity to learn from experts in the field. The training
hub operates from a dedicated 36,000 ft2 facility and
works with over 250 manufacturing businesses (Filtermist
currently has two apprentices studying here), with the
objective of delivering more than ‘2020 new learning
opportunities by the year 2020.’ But Engineering UK’s
annual reports regularly highlight the need to train many
more engineers.

MEANINGFUL NOT MENIAL
In addition to technology and the
provision of comprehensive training,
a further core driver for both
Millennials and Generation Zs is
their desire to make a positive
impact within their careers – to be
involved in decision making and to be a part
of the bigger organisational picture, rather than simply
‘doing a job’. In fact, recruitment firm Monster
claims that almost a third of those under 25
would take a salary cut of up to 20% to work
for an organisation with a mission they
care about and where they see
themselves making a difference.
That Deloitte survey said that
Millennials think business
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an increase from 2% to 45% in reported cases of
Occupational Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis (OHP) between
1996 and 2015 linked to exposure. Making sure that the
air within a work environment is kept clean can thus have
a significant impact – lowering the levels of short term
health issues, such as headaches, fatigue and nausea,
as well as reducing the risk of longer term, and potentially
debilitating, illnesses such as lung disease and cancers
(according to the British Lung Foundation, 77% of cases of
lung disease in the UK are not smoking-related). Within its
‘Good Practice Guide for Safe Handling and Disposal of
Metalworking Fluids’, the HSE outlines the importance of
proportionate and effective control measures in reducing
exposure to metalworking fluid pollutants, with the
‘effective design provision of engineering control solutions
such as LEV and mist filtration systems’ a vital element.
Representatives of
Generation Z:
apprentices at The
Marches Centre of
Manufacturing and
Technology – a
modern, clean and
bright training
establishment that
was covered in
depth in our
December 2017
issue (still available
online at https://is.
gd/icusil)
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can do much more to address society’s challenges in the
areas of most concern: resource scarcity (56%), climate
change (55%) and income inequality (49%). Additionally,
50% want to work for a business with ethical practices,
echoing Monster’s more recent findings.
A further shift in perception by these new generations
of workers is in relation to their overall health, and the
increasing awareness of the impact of poor indoor air
quality. There have long been concerns around the effects
of unclean air ‘outside’, but what has never really been
considered – until now – is the detrimental effect of the
air we breathe within our working environments.
Manufacturing and engineering industries have
traditionally had a reputation for being inherently ‘dirty’,
primarily due to the fact that pollutants are a natural byproduct of the processes involved. Drilling, grinding,
milling and turning all produce airborne pollutants through
the use of fluids sprayed by machine tools to help
lubricate the tool or keep metal components cool. It’s
been well-documented that exposure to metalworking
fluids (MWF) – through both skin contact and inhalation –
can cause a range of health issues, including allergic
dermatitis, acne and asthma.
Whilst larger particles such as dust enter the nose and
mouth, finer particles such as oil mist and oil smoke pass
through human ‘filters’ and travel into the respiratory
system and/or the bloodstream. And, with particles from
some modern machines tending to be smaller than those
previously generated – the risk of health issues to workers
can be increased, due to traditional filters being unable to
cope with these submicron particles. In fact, the World
Health Organisation (WHO) reports that over 65 million
people currently suffer from chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD), with three million dying from it each year,
making it the third leading cause of death worldwide.
In the UK, occupational respiratory disease is
estimated to result in approximately 12,000 deaths every
year, with the Health & Safety Executive (HSE) reporting

UNSPOKEN MESSAGE
Ensuring sites and facilities benefit from the cleanest air
will also showcase to existing, and potential, employees
that those they work for have a very genuine duty of care
to the workforce and that they’re committed to taking all
steps necessary to look after their health and wellbeing.
Such actions can also provide organisations with a truly
competitive edge – particularly when many are facing the
squeeze financially and are, perhaps, having to look for
alternative ways to attract (and retain) new blood and to
differentiate themselves in a growing market. Peter
Marsh, Founder of Made Here Now (www.madeherenow.
com) – a UK initiative set up to encourage more young
people into manufacturing – sums this up by claiming that
“Many people regard even modern factories as dirty and
dangerous. To attract more young people into the sector,
it’s important to convey another image – that many
factories can be clean, tidy and more appealing to work in
than the typical 21st century office.”
A broader measure of workplace attractiveness is
offered by ‘Great Place To Work’ (www.greatplacetowork.
co.uk), a global measure that has country-by-country
listings. For the UK, in the large companies’ category the
first manufacturing company mentioned (manufacturing &
production/fast moving consumer goods), in eighth
position, is Mars UK. The next manufacturer, Britvic Soft
Drinks, comes in at 22. In the medium-size category,
Danone Early Life Nutrition comes in ninth, then Treasury
Wine Estates at 17th. And for small firms, there are none
in the top 25. Of course, many firms are not involved with
this initiative, but a glance at the parameters and benefits
of a great workplace might be instructive to many (https://
is.gd/okuwat).
So, to attract and engage with the younger generations,
organisations need to ensure that they balance
technological innovation, training and mentoring, and
clean, comfortable working conditions, with operations
that are person-centric, inclusive and highly adaptable. ■
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SUBCONTRACTING EXPLORING ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
Peter Hartland of Acorn
Quality Services (left) with
Richard Day, founder of
ECM Developments

Chemical reactions
Steed Webzell visits one of the world’s few independent Nadcap-approved specialists in electrochemical
machining, ECM Developments, discovering a ﬁeld of largely untapped capability and potential

E

lectrochemical machining could be one
of the metalworking industry’s best
kept secrets, especially with erosion
rates that are said to be 7-10 times faster
than die-sink electro-discharge machining
(EDM). Among the world’s most successful
electrochemical machining companies is
Lincoln-based ECM Developments Ltd
(https://is.gd/facane), which this year
celebrates its 10th anniversary.
The operation is headed up by founder
and managing director Richard Day, who first
became involved with electrochemical
machining in 1978, during employment with
Pera Technology, a product development
organisation based in Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire. Conducting R&D work and
feasibility studies for member companies,
Day also became involved with contract work
for aerospace companies. Pera closed its
electrochemical machining facility in the late
eighties, and although Day stayed with the
company, he held on to the idea of one day
launching his own business specialising in
this niche process. His vision became reality
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in 2008, when he formed ECM
Developments Ltd.
“Electrochemical machining is a
specialist technology that allows
manufacturers to achieve things beyond the
capabilities of conventional manufacturing
processes,” he says, “so I knew there would
be demand.”
Day bought some of Pera’s
electrochemical machining equipment,
purchasing the rest from EMS in Leicester,
which, following the retirement of its owner,
is no longer trading. However, if Day wanted
to work for aerospace companies without
having to rely on waivers, he had to improve
on the company’s somewhat “rudimentary”
quality policy.
“We were approached by one of the
world’s largest suppliers of aerospace and
defence products, and knew we needed to
get AS9100 as soon as possible,” he says.
“The customer came to see us and said
they needed safety-critical parts for a military
combat aircraft. Quality certification became
a priority.”
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Day promptly contacted the Midlands
Aerospace Alliance and obtained a MAS
(Manufacturing Advisory Service) grant that
helped the company implement a superior
quality system (albeit one that was somewhat
onerous and extensive for the size of the
business), which in turn saw ECM
Developments gain AS9100 Rev C in five
months. Quality management has since been
aided by the input of Peter Hartland, director
at Birmingham-based consultancy Acorn
Quality Services, who helped pare down the
quality system to suit the firm’s specific
needs as a small enterprise and police it on
a monthly basis to ensure it continues to
match the expectations of BSI auditors.
Along with AS9100 Rev C, ECM
Developments also required Nadcap
accreditation for the electrochemical
machining process, which was again
successfully achieved with input from Acorn
Quality Services. According to Day, ECM
Developments is one of only two
independent (non-OEM) companies in the
whole of Europe to hold Nadcap for
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ECM simultaneously produces two
kidney-shaped holes on parts for
military combat aircraft

electrochemical machining, and one of just
four in the world.
By his own admission, the founder says
that although he does not have the very
latest kit, his company is very practical and
competent. ECM Developments can design
and manufacture tooling from scratch, and
offer consultancy and troubleshooting, as
well as accredited ECM production services.
Taking a hands-on approach, Day says
that he can get a process working effectively
to ensure parts are produced to drawing,
every time.
“Aside from aerospace, we are interested

in promoting the process into new areas,”
he states. “For this reason, we have also
done a lot of work on etching very difficult
materials, which has caught some chemical
etching specialists unawares, as we can
etch much deeper than them. We’ve also
completed work with the universities at
Cambridge and Durham on chemical flow
reactor plates in difficult alloys, and
collaborated with two well-known, UK-based
compact heat-exchanger companies. Other
work to date has included filtration industry
applications, processing motor components
for energy recovery units and work for

armaments manufacturers. Turbine blisk
production is another area we have been
involved with and which we are keen to
develop further, particularly for the very
small nickel-alloy blades needed in the hotsection of the engine.”
Aerospace, for now, remains core
business at ECM Developments. The military
jet parts produced by the company spin at
ultra-high rpm. Supplied to Day in a high
added value, precision CNC machined
condition, each part requires three
electrochemical machining operations.
The first operation is the creation of two

Involvement in Innovate UK projects
ECM Developments has a strong interest in R&D and ECM
process innovation and application, and has participated in two
Innovate UK projects (60-70% funded) over the past four years.
One concerned the finishing of parts produced by additive
manufacturing techniques (in difficult alloys), while the other
project focused on heat exchangers.
The company took the lead role on the additive manufacturing
project, which was conducted in unison with the MTC in Coventry,
as the academic partner, and Newbury-based rapid prototyping and
3D printing specialist 3T RPD. At the centre of the project was the
electrochemical surface finishing of aerospace parts produced
using additive manufacturing. The project sought to establish a
better alternative to conventional finishing techniques, such as
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tumbling and blasting, for components made from superalloys.
Four-axis finishing, using a special electrode, successfully
‘polished’ each surface to deliver proof of concept at the end of
the two-year project. ECM Developments is now pursuing further
links with the additive manufacturing industry to help the ECM
process infiltrate this rapidly growing market segment.
The Innovate UK heat-exchanger project was conducted with a
manufacturer and Imperial College London, and focused on the
production of a novel heat exchanger from a difficult-to-machine
metal that could not be chemically etched to a satisfactory
standard. This is where the etching capability of ECM came to the
fore, and proved highly successful. The project has just reached
its conclusion, with the potential for a larger project in the future.
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large ‘kidney’ holes (approximately 70 mm
deep by 25 mm diameter) in a challenging
metal, the specification of which has never
been revealed to Day, beyond “some form of
exotic stainless steel”. The resulting thinwalled, flat-bottomed cavities are produced
simultaneously in 90 minutes, with wall
thickness and geometric form being
maintained to tight tolerances.
The second operation is the conversion
of a pre-drilled hole into a 30 mm deep
square drive, while the final operation is the
introduction of a side pocket relief in each of
the two kidney holes. Every operation is
documented throughout the entire
manufacturing and inspection process, and
each part is fully traceable by serial number.
ECM Developments has three EMS
EMFORM plunge machines (2,000 – 3,000
A) for electrochemical machining operations,
currently running one machine dedicated to
each operation on the aerospace parts,
although the machine that produces the

square drive hole is also available for other
work. Among further machines housed at
ECM is a 200 Amp EMBUR electrochemical
deburring machine that can be used to
remove burrs from gun-drilled cross holes in
subsea manifolds and valve bodies, for
example. A number of special-purpose rigs
complete the workshop, which are used for
customer-specific R&D work.

STRESS-FREE MACHINING
“Electrochemical machining, which uses
sodium nitrate electrolyte and copious
amounts of current, does not induce stress
into the workpiece, functions regardless of
material hardness, does not produce burrs
or swarf, and will not work-harden the
component,” explains Day. “Anyone with a
difficult superalloy or stainless steel part to
produce will benefit, particularly those faced
with producing challenging geometries or
deep, thin-walled sections.”
For anyone wondering how

electrochemical machining stacks up
against EDM, there are a number of
fundamental differences. For instance, no
electrode wear, pock-marking or surface
cratering is created by electrochemical
machining, which offers closely controlled
erosion of the material. According to Day,
electrochemical machining will erode
material 7-10 faster than die-sink EDM, with
tolerances akin to those of CNC milling.
The company, which has now joined the
Midlands Aerospace Alliance, maintains its
focus on continuous improvement and
quality, and has recently transitioned to
AS9100 Rev D. Looking ahead, the founder
says he would love to invest in the latest
CNC pulse-based (rather than his existing
DC-based) ECM technology, but confesses it
is beyond budget at present. In the
meantime, the company has developed links
with a company offering pulse-based ECM
machines to see what opportunities they
can explore together. ■

Speaking up for etching of a different kind
forecast future demand, it claims.
Photochemical etching specialist Precision Micro (https://is.gd/
Custom speaker grilles are just one of the ways that photo
ofawup) has over 50 years’ experience in the activity, with the
etching can give automotive interior design engineers the freedom
technology especially at home in the automotive sector. Here, the
to explore new opportunities. The specialist also works with a
company says, it has been adopted by many of the leading
number of automotive companies looking to manufacture tactile
premium and luxury automotive OEMs, due to its ability to produce
fascias, steering and
highly aesthetic complex
gear knob inlays, dials
mesh patterns and high
and tread plates.
definition surface engraving.
Dashboard fascias
In the manufacture of
can be manufactured
speaker grilles, photo
from 0.1-1 mm thick
etching allows OEMs to
aluminium, steel or
move away from the use of
titanium, with
thick woven aluminium wire,
photochemical etching
which was often the go-to
being used to surface
material for such
engrave and emboss
applications, and adds
intricate, blemish-free
aesthetic and functional
tactile surfaces.
advantages such as
Customers pay by the
facilitating the manufacture
Precision Micro has high volume capacity for parts such as these
sheet, so there is no
of thinner grilles with
limit on design
superior rigidity, higher
complexity. As one of the few suppliers to offer sheets to 600 by
durability and greater open areas with finer apertures.
1,500 mm in size, Precision Micro says it can guarantee “economic
Precision Micro has had a long-standing supply partnership with
volume supply”.
automotive OEMs, tier-one, and tier-two manufacturers, producing
For tread plates, photo etching can incorporate sharp aperture
speaker grilles for models including Jaguar XJ, Mercedes C-Class
and directional mesh patterns for backlighting, and the plates can
and Rolls-Royce Wraith. Today, the company is producing in excess
be personalised with owners’ names or signatures, which is
of one million speaker grilles each month and is one of the only
uneconomic when employing traditional pressing technologies.
suppliers in the world with the etch capacity to cater for current and
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SUPPLY SIDE TRUMPF OPEN HOUSE – ORDERS TAKEN WORTH £3 MILLION
The new TruLaser 2030
ﬁbre laser in the Trumpf
showroom at Luton

Smart technology
for smart factories
Over 200 people made their way to the recent Trumpf Open House in Luton, and among
their number was Steed Webzell, who reports on the company’s latest developments

B

y all accounts, Trumpf Ltd (https://
is.gd/uviboq) has performed well in the
UK market over the past two years,
seeing order intake grow in an unprecedented
fashion, from £37 million to £57 million at
the close of the previous financial year – the
highest-ever level for the UK. Figures for the
company’s 2017-18 financial year, which
finished at the end of June, have yet to be
calculated, but are projected to be in excess
of £52 million. This figure has been bolstered
by confirmed sales of circa £3 million from
the June Open House in Luton.
Much of the company’s impressive UK
growth has been achieved under the
stewardship of managing director Annette
Doyle, who took the role in July 2015.
However, she has now departed to continue
her career with Trumpf US in Farmington,
Connecticut, leaving Lee Moakes to step into
the role of managing director (see online
news story: https://is.gd/yojufu).
Product innovation will undoubtedly form a
key part of Moakes’ plan to continue driving
business growth, and there was plenty on
show at the June event. Among the major
focus areas was the company’s TruConnect
range of solutions for those looking to make
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the transition to a smart factory operating
concept.
TruConnect is the business division of
Trumpf solely concerned with solutions
required for Industry 4.0 and is comprised of
three sub-divisions: hardware, software and
TruServices. According to Trumpf, the world of
manufacturing needs solutions such as
TruConnect to serve the growing need for
customised products. Here, the complexity of
production and multitude of operations
required to complete such parts, is expected
to increase. Retaining this thought, the
potential for connectivity solutions that link
man, machine and information is vast.

INDIRECT BENEFITS
Trumpf says that the biggest gains from
TruConnect are to be had with indirect
processes. Every hour of production is said to
be accompanied by approximately four hours
of supporting activities, such as planning and
administration, intralogistics and set-up, and
operator organisation. TruConnect spans all
steps of the production process, from
customer enquiry to the final delivery of parts,
with individual components from the portfolio
selected to meet specific needs.
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The company accepts
Annette Doyle
that – in terms of
and Lee Moakes
connectivity –
at the Trumpf
manufacturers cannot go
Open House
from nothing to
everything overnight,
especially when considering factors such as
investment, training, resource development
and continuation of the daily business.
To help customers get started, Trumpf
offers various levels of consulting services
that aid the adoption of networked
production, outlining the investment and
infrastructure changes required, and the
anticipated gains after implementation.
Trumpf’s largest Industry 4.0-integrated
smart factory to date is SNBC in China (see
box item, p22).
All Trumpf machines are connectivity-ready
via the OPC-UA communication protocol
(https://is.gd/pebala), including the star
attraction at the Open House, the new
TruLaser 2030 4 kW fibre laser cutting
machine, which sees BrightLine fibre function
technology included on a 2-series machine
for the first time. The company has already
secured three orders for the 4 kW TruLaser
2030, which supersedes the 1030 series.
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as nozzles and protective windows. Via digital
connectivity, the system can order any
necessary replacements.

PROOF OF THE MESSAGE

The nozzle changer on the new Trumpf
TruLaser 2030 ﬁbre laser
BrightLine means that users of the
TruLaser 2030 fibre laser can now cut up to
25 mm mild steel (20 mm previously) and up
to 20 mm aluminium and stainless steel.
Also appearing on a 2-series machine for the
first time is Trumpf’s nozzle changer, which is
designed to reduce set-up times, increase
performance and reduce the need for
operator interaction.
A further innovation of the machine is the
consumables management function, which
allows the operator or production manager to
look at the usage rates of consumables such

One of many UK advocates of Trumpf laser
technology was present at the Open House to
share his experiences.
Karl Willett is managing director at
Braintree-based Lasered Components, a
company that has recently installed three
Trumpf TruLaser 5030 fibre laser cutters, the
latest arriving in March 2018. Highlighting the
vastly improved throughput capabilities of the
latest laser cutters, Willett said that eight
years ago the company had four lasers
generating £500,000 a year, but now has
four lasers responsible for £5.2 million a
year. Today, Lasered Components produces
around 250,000 parts a month, although,
interestingly, the average batch size is just
12 and, “is ever decreasing”. Continual
pressure on reduced lead-times is another
trend he highlighted, saying that last month
the average time from receipt of order to
delivered parts was just 3½ days.
“The real challenges now are how we
manage this workflow, which involves tapping

into Industry 4.0 and automating a lot of our
processes and systems,” the subcontractor’s
managing director underlined.
Willett’s company’s new Trumpf TruLaser
5030 fibre laser machines with TruTops
Monitor software aid this progression.
Not only are they offering 10-20% more
speed, but also a host of additional
capabilities. For instance, Lasered
Components can now monitor internal
rejections and highlight material defects, and
identify trends, training needs and challenges
with particular types of parts. These factors
have helped drive down cost-per-part, reject
rates and set-up times, as well as reduce
training times for new staff members.
Ultimately, the investment is driving growth:
the 31-employee company has just finished
its financial year, recording a 27% increase
on the previous 12-month period, which in
turn was 40% up on the year before.
Looking ahead, Lasered Components is
planning to increase its digital capability.
“Later this year, we will visit Trumpf’s new
Smart Factory in Chicago to look at various
software options that should further improve
the service we offer to customers,” Willett
concluded. ■

Industry 4.0 in action in China
The management team at China-based SNBC brought Trumpf on
board when it wanted to create a fully automated Industry 4.0 factory
in record time after winning several major contracts virtually
simultaneously from a total of six key customers in the logistics
sector. The contracts all involve the production of automated parcel
lockers.
“We were determined not to do the project by halves,” says Liu
Bo, head of production at SNBC. “What we had in mind was a fully
automated production facility.”
SNBC placed an order with Trumpf for eight new laser, punching
and bending machines, all with automation interfaces. The machines
and automation systems are linked to a 126-m long Stopa storage
system with 360 storage locations and two storage and retrieval
systems.
At SNBC, the warehouse is controlled by a TruTops Fab Storage
module, which regulates the flow of materials through the production
facility and keeps track of inventory. TruTops Fab visualises all the
available workstations and assigns them jobs. If a job consists of
eight steps, for example, TruTops Fab defines a corresponding work
schedule.
Other operations at SNBC are also fully automated, thanks to
different TruTops Fab modules. TruTops Boost programming
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software, for instance, provides an
automated means of generating
production programs. Meanwhile, the Quick
The Stopa storage
Job module focuses on managing and
system at SNBC
controlling production jobs. Transparency is
assured, thanks to the automatic notification
of processing times, job status and material consumption. The
system also updates the status of all the machine jobs in real-time
to ensure optimum capacity utilisation.
“Automation enabled us to increase our production capacity by
around 20%,” says Bo. Today, SNBC works a full three-shift
operation, although at night only three employees are present.
Throughout the process, TruTops Monitor acts as a reliable source of
up-to-date information, recording all machine data around the clock
and sending it to the shift manager in real-time, by email or SMS.
By March 2017, the manufacturing facility in Weihai was up and
running, and the success of the whole venture means that a
follow-up project is already in the pipeline.
“We’re already reaching the limits of our capacity again,” says
Bo. “However, it was definitely worth making this investment in our
future, even though our first factory is just the start of our journey
into Industry 4.0.”
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TURNING COMPLEX CAPABILITY OFFERS USERS MANY WINS

Peter Day Precision
Engineers has
installed a Nakamura
WY150 supplied
by Engineering
Technology Group

High value investments
Complex turning requirements satisﬁed by: Nakamura at Peter
Day Precision Engineers; Bumotec for respirator protection device;
Citizen Cincom at Colpa Precision Engineering; Tornos for a German
medical parts’ maker

P

eter Day Precision Engineers, part
of the Venture Precision Engineering
Group (VPEG), has installed a
Nakamura WY150 from the Engineering
Technology Group (ETG, https://is.gd/ulufay)
at its 14,000 ft2 facility in Christchurch,
Dorset.
The acquisition of the 48-tool, twin-spindle,
twin-turret (both with Y-axis) 225 by 565 mm
part turning diameter/length machine follows
the successful installation of a Super NTJ
model back in 2010 – a main and subspindle, B-axis tool spindle style machine
(today that is the Super NTJX that has 245 by
1,090 mm turning diameter/length capacity).
Says Pete Makosa, general manager for
Peter Day Precision & Hightown Engineering:
“Our work is very much around manufacturing
complex machined components that have to
perform in demanding environments. Whether
that is for aerospace, oil and gas, or the
medical sector.” The company supplies parts
for blue-chip customers, including Curtiss
Wright, Planer, Armfield and Eaton
Continues Makosa: “Over the last 12
months, we have seen a 20% increase in
orders, which will see the wider VPEG group
break through £10 million turnover this year.
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This, combined with a strong pipeline of future
orders, means we need additional CNC
turning capabilities, so asked long-term
supplier Engineering Technology Group to
come up with a solution.
“We go back more than eight years and
have always been impressed with ETG’s ability
to understand our situation, what we want the
machine to do and then deliver a range of
different options.
“Our first Nakamura, a Super NTJ, was
installed in 2010, so we know how reliable
they are and the fact they offer fast metal
removal rates while still holding tight limits.
The WY150 is a very impressive machine
and has the added benefits of being twinspindle and twin-turret – that was a very big
plus for us.”

POSITIVE IMPACT
And the new Nakamura, installed in June, is
already having the desired impact of freeing
up capacity and meeting increased volumes
generated by the clutch of contract wins. ETG
took just five days to install and configure the
WY150, with two staff now fully trained and
getting the most out of the new technology.
Also undertaking complex turning tasks is
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a 32 mm bar capacity Starrag Bumotec s181
turning centre. At an unnamed company, the
machine is enabling a producer of ‘traditional’
turned parts to not only finish machine a
multi-operation component with
interconnecting holes to a burr-free state and
with "superb" levels of roundness and
surface finish, but is also allowing the firm to
take on new business that benefits from
effective and efficient single set-up, multioperation manufacture.
The FANUC-controlled s181 turn-mill
centre – which has nine CNC axes in total
and up to 90 tools – was installed to produce
a distributor for a respiratory protective
device; the component that connects an
oxygen bottle to a respirator mask.
Produced from a special aluminium alloy
with silicon (AlSi05) forged blank, the
workpiece demands the production of a hole
(H7) that is drilled to a tolerance of 14
microns and must not have burrs on the
interconnecting channels. The Bumotec
inserts the blank automatically then
processes all six sides of the workpiece.
One critical aspect of producing the
distributor is the fact that the initial blank is
forged to a high tolerance, so a speciallydesigned clamping system – one that will
hold the part rigidly but without damage or
deflection – has been developed.
With an HSK-40, 30,000 rpm spindle, the
Bumotec s181 can, however, produce very
small components (up to its 32 mm bar
capcity) to 1.5 microns, and it is this quality
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A FANUC-controlled
Bumotec s181 turnmill centre produces a
distributor for a respiratory
protective device at an
unnamed company – inset,
the component

that the new user is adamant “will position
the company internationally for the production
of high precision components”.
Complex parts turning is the order of the
day for sliding-head turn-mills, but one Citizen
installation is achieving that in the production
of plastic parts. At Colpa Precision
Engineering, the installation of a 25 mm bar
capacity Citizen Cincom A20-VII sliding-head
turn-mill centre (https://is.gd/sileﬁ) with the
ability to be changed to a non-guidebush
set-up has delivered benefits in the
manufacture of plastic parts. Replacing an
aging Citizen Cincom C16, the new machine
has allowed the company to slash weeks
from its lead time, gain significantly reduced
material costs plus obtain a greater number
of parts from each bar.

SAVINGS ALL ROUND
Explains general manager Martin Branch:
“The removable guide bush feature on the
Cincom A20 has increased our
competitiveness in a tight market, as we no
longer have to order pre-ground bar for
plastics components, which has not only
reduced material cost but also saved four
weeks on our lead time to customers and has
enabled us to pick-up new business.”
The 10-employee firm performs work that
takes in prototype and customer development
parts to continuous production runs such as
involving the supply of 32,000 parts a month.
The Cincom A20-VII is now mainly used for
plastic parts, plus some aluminium. Says
Branch: “We run our first production batch
with the guidebush installed and then
removed it in less than 45 minutes. So far we
have never used it again, due to the
advantages we have gained on smaller parts
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without it.”
Two typical parts produced on the new
A20-VII are a micro cable clamp, produced in
1,000-off batches in white acetal to
+/-0.05 mm tolerances, and a black acetal
intricate, multi-featured anti-skate dial that is
machined in cycle times of under two minutes
in batch quantities of 500.
The cable clamp is 9.5 mm in diameter by
6 mm long and is turned on the outside
diameter, spot drilled, drilled and tapped,
followed by use of a slitting saw to cut a slot
along the length of the OD into the drilled
hole. It is then picked-up by the sub-spindle,
which has a pre-set tension so as not to
collapse the part, to produce a cross hole
dimple, with the bore then chamfered and the
part deburred in cycle.
Meanwhile, the anti-skate dial is 14 mm
diameter by 14.75 mm long with key features
that include the head of the part with 12
milled slots, each having 1 mm radius at the
bottom of the slot set on a 15 mm tool PCD.
A spigot diameter has a waist, the head
undercut with a cross hole 1 mm diameter
which breaks into the 2 mm through bore.
The other end of the part has a cam form
just 1 mm thick produced with a 4 mm radius
and a 5.22 mm width cam lobe extended out
to 4.75 mm and having blending radii of
1.5 mm. The part is also drilled and tapped
M3 by 6.5 mm deep and the head
counterbored to a series of 8.5, 10.5 and
12.5 mm diameters by 3.75, 3.0 and
1.75 mm, respectively, depths.
Concludes Branch: “The installation of the
Cincom M32 two years ago plus the new A20
have enabled us to take on more complex
and profitable work. This has come from both
existing and new customers and proves that

continued investment cements the future of
the company. It also gives us the confidence
to continue with improving not only our
production capability, but also support areas
such as inspection and measurement.”
Complex turning capability is a
requirement at German firm Königsee
Implantate, where price pressure means top
quality produce from Germany can only be
competitive by applying a sophisticated
manufacturing strategy. Tornos sliding-head
equipment has been installed to make parts
such as osteo-synthesis systems –
anatomically-matching plates screwed onto
bones using screws of different lengths and
diameters. The company has opted for two
EVODeco 16 machines (16 mm bar) to
produce the screws.
Fractures require screws of different
lengths and diameters, as well as with
different properties. Depending on their use,
the screws are self-tapping, self-drilling or
reverse-tapping. They are either full threads
up to the head or partial threads, with
threads whirled at various pitches while
heeding the tightest shape tolerances.
The head faces usually have a hexagon or
hexalobular (Torx) socket. And most of the
screws are cannulated, featuring a channel to
drain the tissue fluid. Batch sizes are
between 25 and 150 pieces.
The material used is normally titanium or
implant steel. Low thermal conductivity and
difficulty in breaking swarf chips require
special cooling strategies – a Müller Hydraulik
150 bar system features. Tool wear is very
high, due to the extreme toughness of the
material.
Christian Hedwig, manufacturing engineer
for turning operations at Königsee, says: “The
large number of tools opens up new
possibilities in terms of machining even more
complex workpieces in one set-up. This
purchase has enabled us to improve our
processes.” ■
This anti-skate dial
is produced using a
combination of turning,
milling, drilling and
tapping, plus production
of a cam form, on the
Citizen Cincom A20-VII at
Colpa Precision
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW AMB 2018 Ð SHOWTIME IN STUTTGART
Around 1,500 exhibitors
and 90,000 visitors will
be present at AMB 2018

AMB 2018:
new dimensions
Steed Webzell provides the low-down on next month’s edition of the biennial
AMB exhibition in Germany, where some 90,000 visitors are expected to show up

T

he AMB 2018 international
metalworking exhibition (https://is.gd/
qemexu) is set to take place between
18-22 September in Stuttgart, Germany.
A key point highlighted by the organiser is
that Messe Stuttgart is now larger, following
the completion of the Paul Horn Hall (Hall
10), which adds an additional 15,000 m2
of exhibition space to the venue, bringing the
total available to around 120,000 m2.
Approximately 1,500 exhibitors will be
present at the enlarged show, including two
brands represented in the UK by Engineering
Technology Group (https://is.gd/matecu),
namely Chiron and Stama. Both will be
located at Hall 10, Stand A51, where two
newly developed machining centres from
Chiron will be on show for the first time: the
FZ16 S 5-axis model and the double-spindle
DZ16 W. Both of these 16-series machines
feature a new portal construction to increase
rigidity. Also on the stand will be the Stama
MT 733 5-axis machining centre with a newly
conceived gantry design to offer enhanced
thermal, mechanical and static stability.
Makino, which is represented in the UK by
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NCMT (https://is.gd/afecor) will showcase
no less than seven machines on Stand 7B11
in Hall 7. The machines will include two
horizontal machining centres, the a500Z
5-axis model with pallet changer and the
a71nx 4-axis modular machine. Also on the
stand will be the DA300 5-axis vertical
machining centre. A further competence on
show will be Makino’s Industry 4.0 offer,
which includes solutions for automation,
process monitoring and predictive
maintenance.
In Hall 10, Stand B11, Grob (https://is.gd/
ecexok) will be busy showing four universal
machining centres, automation solutions and
the latest developments of its GROBNET4Industry software. By using
GROB-NET4Industry and the associated
machine network, a productivity increase of
up to 30% can be achieved, says the
company. Machining centres on display will
include a 5-axis model with a large pallet
storage system and additional tool magazine,
and a two-spindle G-series model. The second
generation G350 has improved dynamics,
reduced idle and chip-to-chip times, and
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increased tool magazine capacity.
Continuing the prismatic machining theme,
Heller (https://is.gd/fapeva) says that visitors
to its stand (Hall 10, Stand 10A31) will be
able to experience the HF 3500 universal
5-axis machining centre in two different
configurations: as a direct-loading machine
for single-part manufacturing; and equipped
with a pallet changer for series production.
Moving to multi-tasking machines, WFL,
which is represented in the UK by Kyal
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/ebeced) will for
the first time showcase the completely
revised M50 Millturn at Hall 6, Stand 6A11.
The machine offers an optional centre
distance of 6 m (alongside 1, 2, 3 and 4.5 m
versions) for the machining of longer shafttype components. Also for the first time, the
option of a counter-spindle will be available
for the M50 Millturn.
Elsewhere at the show, another specialist
in multi-tasking machines, Index, which is
represented in the UK by Geo Kingsbury
(https://is.gd/qopere), will be presenting new
machines at Hall 4, Stand B31. For instance,
visitors will be able to assess the completely
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redesigned Index G420 turn-mill centre. The
spotlight will also be pointed towards the
new Index digital offer, iXworld,
which comprises various
modules that are designed
to enhance machining efficiency.
From a turning centre perspective, Emag
(https://is.gd/arodok) will present its VL 1
Twin, a twin-inverted-spindle pick-up machine
for the production of parts such as gears,
cams and sleeves. In Hall 4, Stand 4B51,
visitors will see that the two main spindles
allow the machine to simultaneously produce
two components. The VL 1 Twin, for
components of up to 75 mm in diameter,
boasts a conveyor belt that transports two
identical workpieces into the machining area.
The diameter and length (X/Z directions) of
the two components can be corrected
independently of each other.
Another turning specialist at the show will
be Colchester Machine Tool Solutions (https://
is.gd/jenihe), which will be exhibiting a full
range of centre lathe and Harrison Alpha CNC
lathes, and will introduce the Colchester
Typhoon range of CNC turning centres to the
German market; all from Hall 9, Stand 9D12.
Hardinge will have grinding technology plus
combined grinding/turning and turning
technology on show in Hall 5, Stand B80.
The latest Kellenberger 100 platform concept
cylindrical grinding machine (Jones &

The Hainbuch Vario ﬂex pneumatic
workpiece ejector
Shipman, https://is.gd/uwusot) delivers a
range of configuration alternatives to meet
the widest range of grinding applications.
Key features underlined for the 200 mm
centre height, 150 kg workpiece capacity
machine are: collision-free, compact
wheelhead; higher grinding wheel drive
power; newly designed Z guideway produces
higher profile precision from the C-axis; and
faster maintenance and service operations.
On turning side, there will be the Hardinge
Quest GT 27 SP combined turning and
grinding centre for high precision
manufacturing of complex parts ((ETG,
https://is.gd/ulufay). This 27mm bar capacity
machine can be equipped with a ‘Big-Bore’
spindle to handle up to 42 mm bar, in fact.
The Hardinge T 42 Super-Precision turning
centre has a 42 mm bar capacity and a
16-station turret that offers half-station
indexing to give up to 32 tools. In production
a high level of precision/part surface finish is

Shaping the future
At AMB 2018, Sandvik Coromant (https://is.gd/uyodup) intends to
show how customers and partners can achieve significantly higher
productivity levels, more flexible machining processes and more
Sandvik
sustainable production under the strapline ‘Shaping the future
Coromant will present
together’.
On Stand E50 in Hall 1, the company will present digital solutions its digital solutions at
such as CoroPlus ToolGuide, which provides tool recommendations the show
for the specific operation and material type, as well as CoroPlus
ToolLibrary, which enables users to integrate tool assemblies directly into their digital
machining environment. Along with software that helps improve design and production
planning, Sandvik Coromant will showcase networked tool and process-control solutions.
In terms of tooling, the company will highlight turning solutions such as CoroCut QD for
cutting with the Y-axis. CoroCut QD uses the potential of modern turning centres and multitasking machines to guide the tool in the Y direction, positioning the upper side of the
indexable insert parallel to the end of the blade. This capability enables faster feed speeds
and the machining of longer overhangs without loss of stability.
Also being promoted at the show will be the company’s PrimeTurning process for turning
in all directions.
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maintained at 0.15 micron, with part
roundness at 0.25 micron and continuous
part accuracy within 0.3 micron.
Those seeking the latest CNC and
connectivity solutions should head to Hall
2, Stand 2D03, where Heidenhain
(https://is.gd/ivugiv) will be placing special
emphasis on its Connected Machining
package of functions that puts the user at the
centre of digital job management via the
control. Indeed, operators can view PDF, CAD
and image files directly on the control; all that
is needed is a simple Ethernet connection to
the Heidenhain control. Moreover, it is
possible to send and receive e-mails,
or use applications and data in the network,
all directly from the CNC.

SAWING & WORKHOLDING
Visitors interested in the latest sawing
machine solutions should make their way to
the stand of Kaltenbach (https://is.gd/gifaka).
The company says that visitors will be treated
to live demonstrations of two machines at
Hall 8, Stand B40: the fully-automatic KKS
463 NA circular saw with KDV vertical drilling
axis; and the semi-automatic KKS 450 H
circular saw with automatic rotary table for
mitre cuts.
After sawing, parts typically find their way
into workholding devices ready for machining,
and there will be no shortage of vices and
chucks on display at the exhibition. A case in
point is the electro-actuated Vero-S NSE-E
mini 90 quick-change pallet module from
Schunk (https://is.gd/nuyevi), which can
support the change of pallet modules and
components in less than one second at a
repeat accuracy of <0.005 mm. Located in
Hall 1, Stand 1H20, Schunk will also be
announcing a special module for automated
machine loading, along with a ‘sensory quickchange pallet module’.
Over on the stand of workholding expert
Hainbuch (https://is.gd/buzoru), a device will
be on show that is designed to save time and
cost for users of the company’s Mini series,
or the earlier Toplus or Spanntop chucks.
In Hall 1, Stand 1E10, the Vario Part and
Vario Quick end-stop systems, already in the
product portfolio, will be joined by a third
variant: the Vario Flex pneumatic workpiece
ejector that ejects the component from the
chuck automatically. ■
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CLEANING & DEGREASING AUTOMATED SOLUTION DELIVERS

Cleanliness challenge
Ryobi Aluminium Castings (UK) required the highest levels of cleanliness in the production of a vehicle oil
pan for an international luxury vehicle manufacturer. MecWash was able to provide a solution

N

eeding to increase production levels
without compromising quality
necessitated a new washing system at
its manufacturing facility at Carrickfergus in
County Antrim, Northern Ireland, Ryobi
Aluminium Castings (UK) turned to MecWash
Systems (https://is.gd/tutero) for a solution
Founded 75 years ago, Ryobi is a
specialist in high quality die casting
techniques and products, making products for
a range of blue-chip clients, predominantly in
the automotive sector.
Ensuring Ryobi’s customer’s requirements
were surpassed, MecWash considered the
process involved, the size, weight and shape
of the final product when considering the best
cleaning solution.
In addition to the levels of cleanliness, the
Ryobi die-casting process involves robotic,
automated loading and unloading systems
and so the washing systems had to be
integrated into this process.
“There was no room for complacency. We
had to ensure the end product was leaving
Ryobi’s manufacturing facility with cleanliness
levels surpassing its own customer’s
requirements,” explains Paul Jarratt of
MecWash.
“Most manufacturers and their clients
require cleanliness levels with particles under
500 microns almost as standard nowadays.
In the case of Ryobi, its high cleanliness
specifications and the need for a faster
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process time to clean the parts – gravimetric
20 mg per part – meant our Solo parts
cleaning system would sit perfectly within the
process.” The Solo provides rotational
washing, mist rinsing and hot air drying in a
compact footprint.
“We provided two Solo machines and a
stand-alone vacuum chamber to clean and
dry the oil pan product. Working with our inhouse chemist and laboratory, we also
ensured the detergents used in the process
matched the requirements,” says Jarratt.
Steve Mulvenna, project engineer at Ryobi
Aluminium Castings (UK), says the success
of the MecWash washing system meant that
the company would invest in a further two
systems.
“MecWash has been providing solutions
for us for almost 10 years. Their machines

are well priced within the market of industrial
wash systems and they provide excellent
cleanliness results for our automotive parts.
“The range of standard and customisable
systems has been excellent in meeting our
needs, key of which is the solution provided
for automated [robot] loading/unloading.
Their installations are smooth and the
equipment is very robust and reliable.
“We run 24/7 with minimal downtime as a
result of a MecWash system. The design of
the machines is also a major plus.”
And Jarratt confirms its intention to
continue with MecWash systems into the
future. “We will be purchasing a total of five
MecWash systems and integrating these into
a fully automated wash cell to be installed in
2019. We look forward to working with
MecWash on future projects.” ■

Four new cleaning answers from Henkel
Henkel has developed four new cleaning products, cleaners, defoamers and descalers, all
offering differentiation against competitor products and the ability to deliver competitive
gain for users, it says. First is a new mild alkaline parts cleaner aimed at the maintenance
market, Bonderite C-MC 90014. A second, Bonderite C-MC 21130, is an environmentallycompatible product for removing uncured paints and adhesives. Bonderite C-IC 90001 is an
acid foam descaler that provides an effective replacement for hydrochloric acid (HCI). This
product not only removes scale, but also salts, light grease and carbon steel contamination
from stainless steel. Finally, Henkel’s Bonderite C-AD RT 1020S is a low-temperature
cleaner for surface preparation prior to painting. https://is.gd/micipo
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RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.

HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
Tel: Ashford (01233) 631554 Fax: (01233) 631888
Web: www.mjallen.co.uk E-mail: sales@mjallen.co.uk
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MICRO-MACHINING PRODUCING SMALL DETAILS PROFITABLY

Andrew Allcock casts around
for recent developments in the
micro-machining ﬁeld, with a
chunk of these falling within the
tooling arena

I

n the last two years, Industrial Tooling
Corporation (ITC, https://is.gd/etamit) has
expanded its facility, invested heavily in
new technology and significantly increased its
product offering. This includes a new range of
micro-tools that are manufactured on the
company’s Rollomatic GrindSmart Nano 6.
As the first GrindSmart Nano 6 installed in
the UK, the addition gives ITC the opportunity
to manufacture cutting tools from 0.2 to
2.0 mm with concentricity better than
0.001 mm. This ultra-precise 6-axis grinding
centre with an integrated robot loading facility
has been working around-the-clock since it
was installed.
Many of the Tamworth-manufactured solid
carbide end-mill lines previously available in
diameters from 3 to 25 mm can now be
made at diameters starting from 1 mm. At
present, the micro product extensions have
been made available to the most popular

Slim-Slit, a 32 mm
diameter blade that
holds Logiq-Slim inserts
0.6-1.2 mm wide.
Performance is three
times faster than a
solid carbide slitting
saw and 10 times
that of HSS, says
ISCAR

Small details matter
product lines. This includes the 2001, 2022,
2152, 2161, 2162, 2171, 2072, 3051,
3081, 3091, 4032, 4072, 4081 and 4121
Series.
Not only has ITC extended the product
lines to cater for diameters down to 1 mm,
the company also offers a variety of diameter
increments. The enhanced product ranges
with micro dimensions incorporate two-, threeand four-flute solid carbide end-mills with a
choice of diamond-, AlTiN- and Cupro-coated
tools to support efficient machining of
everything from aluminium through to steel,
hardened steel, graphite, aluminium alloys
and more. Among the selected product lines
is a variety of square and ballnosed tools with
geometries to suit all machining applications.
An established supplier of micro tooling is
Rainford Precision Machines (https://is.gd/
ipoteh), and the company has added further
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to its reputation in the field by expanding its
offer further. Specifically aimed at the
toolmaking industry, the company has
introduced Union Tool’s series of HSB-S
Unimax ballnose end-mills. The small shortshank end-mills are targeted at
manufacturers who demand the utmost in
precision, performance and longevity when
machining intricate features and challenging
materials.
The tools are ground to an H4 tolerance of
0/-0.004 mm and are designed for
application with precision machine tools and
toolholders such as shrink-fit. They are
offered with an overall length of from 35 to
40 mm to minimise tool protrusion and
maximise rigidity.
A key feature of this range is the ±0.003
mm tolerance of the ballnose radius, which
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improves surface finish when machining, with
that aided by a +0/-0.004 mm shank
tolerance ensuring concentricity of the cutting
edges is at its highest.
The HSB-S Unimax is offered with a
ballnose radius of 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5 and 2 mm with a length of
cut from 0.2 to 4 mm. Intended for machining
materials of 40-70 HRc, this range delivers
high levels of tool life and performance, with
this guaranteed through the HardMax coating
technology, negative rake angle geometry and
overall precision of the tool geometry.
A long-necked version for reaching difficult
to access surfaces can be offered, the
HSLB-S series. Available with a ballnose
radius from 0.1 to 3 mm, the HSLB-S range
has a maximum clearance length of 20 mm
with an overall length from 35 to 50 mm
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depending upon the selected tool diameter.
Those looking for a quick, efficient and
inexpensive burnishing to surface roughness
below Rz 1 micron in nearly any material and
geometry can do so with new diamond
burnishing tools from Hommel+Keller
Präzisionswerkzeuge GmbH (Floyd Automatic
Tooling, https://is.gd/oyimin).
They can be used to work on cylindrical,
conical, convex or concave surfaces – even
with small geometries. And horizontal
applications are no problem, either. Through
the use of diamond tips, almost all materials
– even hardened steels and high strength
materials such as titanium and superalloys –
can be burnished.
“Cutting speed and feed rate are heavily
interdependent when our diamond burnishing
tools are used, and must be adapted to the
application in question. Equally important is
the use of coolant to guarantee the
necessary lubrication. Anyone who complies
with these recommendations can achieve
excellent surface qualities – quickly, easily
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and inexpensively,”
says Adrian Sunderer,
product manager at Hommel+Keller
Präzisionswerkzeuge GmbH.
Turning to small slots and there has been
some activity here. The Kennametal Narrow
Slotting (KNS) cutter avoids issues such as
inconsistent slot widths, fumbling with
awkward screws and inserts on a slotting
cutter, or having to use a piece of shim stock
to pry wedged chips from deep inside a slotted
workpiece. The insert range accommodates
slot widths from 1.6 to 6.4 mm, with cutter
doameters of from 63 to 250 mm.
The KNS boasts a simple but secure
Double-V to accurately locate inserts. There’s
no chance of movement as is the case for
other kinds of slotting and grooving cutters.
Tool life improves, as does part quality.
“We’re really excited about this new design,”
says Scott Etling, Kennametal’s director of
global product management for indexable
milling. “It’s stronger and more accurate than
competing solutions and reduces tooling
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HSB-S Unimax ballnose end-mills from
Rainford Precision Machines are targeted
at those who demand the utmost in precision

costs as well. Customers can use both ends
of a double-ended KNS insert on shallow
slotting applications, then move to a singleended insert when they need the additional
depth. It definitely offers a lot of value.”
ISCAR Tools (https://is.gd/tuhuno) has
also offered up some new designs in a
related area, claiming to have a miniature
slitting cutter, Min-Slit, that is claimed to be
the smallest diameter indexable insert such
tool available – 16-28 mm diameter and
insert widths of 2-3 mm, with the inserts
having two cutting edges for greater economy.
Employing special insert geometry and
coolant directed to the insert, high
productivity is possible. Fast insert change is
supported, with Multi-Master or Flexfit bodies
employed with these heads. ■
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The new way to look
at a factory – via
a tablet. Hexagon
Manufacturing
Technology has
recently launched its
new version of HxGN
Smart software. This
analyses quality data
within and across sites
as a means to support
action

Take a walk
Industry 4.0 encompasses all industries and all sectors. Machinery’s
focus is on those technologies that deliver a beneﬁt at the shopﬂoor.
Andrew Allcock takes a stroll through relevant Industry 4.0 offerings
to discern the shape of the current landscape
ndustry 4.0 with a shopfloor theme takes
in: connected technology on the process
input side – smart tools, tool
management, tool presetting; simulation of
the real world (digital twinning); in-machine
intelligence/automatic corrections, based on
sensors and local computing power; and
generation of data by production assets, its
collection, analysis and meaningful display,
followed by action to improve machine
performance and/or quality of output, either
automatically or via human intervention.
At its simplest, Industry 4.0 takes in
digitally-connected production equipment
able to output useful, actionable data, but

I
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some of what is corralled under the Industry
4.0 heading has been in existence for some
time. Let’s start with a simple example, as
shown at the UK’s recent MACH 2018
exhibition held in April this year, Bluetoothconnected cutting tools. They have been
available for years; boring tool specialist
Rigibore (https://is.gd/onejew) had this as an
innovation a while back (ActiveEdge – video:
https://is.gd/owazay), but BIG Kaiser
(Industrial Tooling Corporation, https://is.gd/
etamit) has added a modern tweak with its
EWE digital fine boring head that boasts
Bluetooth connection to a smartphone or
tablet app. This supports simplified tool

monitoring and configuration, and the app
also helps operators determine optimal
cutting parameters for their tool assemblies
and displays changes in cutting diameters.
In addition, the app logs tool adjustment
history for future reference.
Taking connectivity and data processing
to the next level and fulfilling Industry 4.0
more fully in the cutting tool area is Sandvik
Coromant (https://is.gd/uyodup). At
Chicago’s IMTS exhibition in 2016, the
company unveiled its CoroPlus product
platform (it will get an outing at AMB, p29).
This, it said, heralded the start of a series of
connected products in the areas of premachining, in-machine adjustments and
post-machining analytics (video: https://is.
gd/awidig). It takes in CAM software tool
guidance and geometry, toolpath generation
for specialist tools, tooling having sensors to
deliver in-cut intelligence, app-based tool
adjustment and cloud-based analytics.
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Sandvik Group company Walter (https://
is.gd/xowamo) acquired app platform Comara
in 2017, saying at the EMO exhibition that
same year that with this it will “be able to
connect tools with greater sophistication and
optimise them using real-time data in future.
Combined with the existing ‘Walter Tool·ID’,
this will give rise to the production of ‘Smart
Tools’ in future”. Another tooling company,
Komet, also boasts tooling capable of data
output, cloud-based analytics and dashboard
feedback – Komet was acquired by the
Ceratizit group (https://is.gd/habuwu) in late
2017.
Just prior to that, Ceratizit revealed cloudbased tracking of tools and their history
(number of regrinds, for instance) at EMO
2017. Tools are marked with a one-time
unique data matrix code, according to the
well-recognised and widely used Global
Trade Item Number (GTIN – www.gtin.info).
Then, via established cloud platform One
Identity (www.oneidentity.com), users can
scan, using the free One Identity phone app,
a tool’s code at point of use to discover
information about it, such as is it genuine,
how many times has it been reground and
what are its technical cutting data.
Also in the cloud is Sandvik Group
company TDM (https://is.gd/uniciw), a tool
management software expert, with its TDM
Cloud Line (“the world’s first cloud-based
solution for tool data management”), based
on its TDM 2017 Global Line tool
management system. The key advantage of
this is that users can download and manage
data from thousands of tools (from a TDM
cloud catalogue of verified accurate and
complete tool data), without having to
purchase the tools first.
Mapal (https://is.gd/qoboyi) is also
offering cloud-based tool management, on
the c-Com cloud platform. Downtime due to
missing tools, time-consuming data trawls,
restarts and tool selection difficulties are
eliminated, with automatic analyses of data
on production dates, current stock levels,
tool reconditioning status and tool costs per
component available.
Of course, cloud-hosted tooling
information predates these initiatives, with
MachiningCloud (www.machiningcloud.com)
having been offering tool data to better
support simulation in CAM systems for a few
years now. This platform has many well-
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known tooling partners, including
Kennametal (https://is.gd/ocuhiq), although
that company also offers its own app-based
Novo platform that offers a suite of
“powerful digital tools” that brings together:
process planning; inventory availability and
purchase; cost-per-part management; and
productivity improvements.
In a cutting tool-related area, something
that is of very longstanding is toolholders
fitted with chips that can store tool offset
data from a tool presetting station with that
read by machine tools to eliminate human
error. Not a new message, then, but one
that Haimer (https://is.gd/ugivij), which
purchased the Microset presetting business
from DMG Mori (https://is.gd/equmos) last
year, is actively promoting within an Industry
4.0 context. Toolholders with RFID chips or
with QR or data matrix codes that support
data provision are offered. For QR and data
matrix, the firm’s ‘Data Analyzer &
Controller’ solution is required, a central
data repository able to communicate with
presetters, balancers, CAM systems and
machine tools (RFID chips carry information
independently). As Andreas Haimer,
president of the company, told Machinery in
June: “We have had technologies out there
for 20 years that have not been used.
Interfaces have not been plug-and-play and
customers have problems when using
different controls. Many customers still don’t

have a presetter, and if they do, the majority
are still printing labels, with errors in manual
entry of offsets leading to collisions. Some
have lasers on machines and make their
machine the most expensive presetter in the
world. We show companies how they can
automate. This is the first logical step in
being able to implement digital technology
and prepare a job without set-up time.”
Fellow German tool presetter firm Kelch
offers a different Industry 4.0 package,
applying this to a set of three Smart Factory
Services of Engineering Services, Tool
Services and Financial Services. These take
in a consultancy role, supported by the
firm’s hardware and software solutions. On
tooling, it offers to “reduce the diversity of
tools, optimise their assembly and service
life and manage procurement and storage”;
the firm’s presetters and shrink-fit hardware
support that effort.
In the metrology area and starting again
with Bluetooth-connected technology, that
has been available from Bowers Group for
some time, but MACH 2018 saw the
company link that to Sylvac software
package Sylcom for data analysis and
display. Placing it firmly in the Industry 4.0
camp, the company also showed a SylvacScan unit serviced by a collaborative robot
from Universal Robots (RARUK Automation,
https://is.gd/redaya). The Sylvac-Scan
communicated directly with the robot,

Bluetooth-connected tooling falls on
the Ôinput sideÕ of manufacturing
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Bowers Metrology combined a part scanner with a collaborative robot that
placed parts according to their quality level. Quality information software Sylcom
was also part of the companyÕs MACH 2018 display

sending it information for part classification
and status; such as pass, fail or rework.
A bigger vision in the metrology area is
offered by Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence (HMI, https://is.gd/daguku),
however. Machinery explained what
‘Manufacturing Intelligence’ meant in detail
last year (https://is.gd/yefare), following
attendance at the company’s annual HxGN
Live gathering in Las Vegas. HMI’s scope of
technology is wide, taking in post-design
simulation, machine tool simulation (it now
owns NCSimul author Springer as of June),
CAM software, sheet metal design and
costing software, tool management
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software, a broad range of metrology and an
online corporate quality data capture,
analysis and dashboard/cockpit display
platform, Smart Quality.
Part of the HMI message is quality data
feedback for process control (a wellestablished activity), but the vision also
takes in feedback to improve designs and
also, potentially, the use of machine tool
error maps (measured using HMI technology)
within CAM, so that output NC programs can
take account of known errors (simulating the
real world, so a kind of digital twinning). And
Smart Quality delivers actionable information
from connected metrology to underpin

improvement and productivity increase within
and across sites.
But let’s move onto machine tools
themselves. Data output and related action
are key, with this data supply supported by
increasing numbers of in-built sensors. Now,
software such as that from Seiki Systems
(https://is.gd/fuhico) that connects to
machine tool CNC units has been around for
years and has provided actionable data to
improve shopfloor performance by measuring
machine activity and providing a network to
transmit information to/from machines. This
type of software now sits within Industry 4.0,
and CNC Training Academy (https://is.gd/
edocag) chose to move into this area earlier
this year, taking on Predator machine
monitoring software.
Machine tool suppliers offer their own
software to monitor and boost machine
performance. Mazak’s iSMART Factory
Industry 4.0 solutions (https://is.gd/otocah)
works in partnership with the company’s
Smooth CNC Technology to improve overall
equipment effectiveness and facilitate datadriven manufacturing via connection of
factory and office networks. Our March issue
carried a full report on this (https://is.gd/
kagije). DMG Mori has its CELOS CNC
interface and related apps (online article:
https://is.gd/beyiso). Launching this year,
CELOS V5 will cover everything from planning
through production planning, right up to
monitoring. In similar vein, Okuma (NCMT,
https://is.gd/pucuxe) has its Connect Plan
solution and Makino (also NCMT) its
ProNetConnex. Some of these allow for the
inclusion of others’ machine tools in the
connected network and some connect to
cloud platforms (see later) such as Forcam
(https://is.gd/ucodag) to provide data
analysis and dashboard information display.
In similar vein, CNC expert Heidenhain
(https://is.gd/ivugiv) offers its Connected
Machining that allows: connection or access
to ERP systems, manufacturing process
data, CAD and CAM; supports job
scheduling; generates tools required lists;
and presents a real-time overview of
machine and job status, sending messages
to computers throughout the company, as
well as to mobile devices.
Turning to the integration of sensors
within machine tools, this is something of
longstanding. Temperature compensation is
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Heidenhain has a view that places
the machine at the heart of data ﬂow,
consolidating all information there,
with its Connected Machining set-up

probably the most established, with
vibration and chatter analysis/control more
recent. Many machine tool makers can
offer examples. But the number of sensors
and the volume of data produced is what
pushes this into the Industry 4.0 area, with
analysis of high volumes of information
using artificial intelligence (AI) an
associated element.
For example, FANUC (https://is.gd/
ematin) has developed AI thermal
displacement compensation for its
RoboDrills. Says the company: “[This uses]
machine-learning technology to predict and
compensate for the thermal displacement
caused by temperature fluctuations, which
are detected by thermal sensors measuring
ambient temperatures, as well as
RoboDrill’s temperature rise while in
motion. Machining accuracy has improved
by about 40%, compared with an existing
function.”
It has also developed AI Feed Forward
that reduces mechanical vibration caused
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by acceleration/deceleration. This is based
on a dimensional model that represents
mechanical characteristics more accurately
and which has too many parameters to tune
manually, as has been done up to now,
FANUC underlines. Machine learning is used
to determine servo parameters, offering
high quality machining, due to reduced
mechanical vibration.
Both achieved locally within the machine,
Siemens (https://is.gd/tuvefa) offers its
Industrial Edge technology to support
machine-based processing of high volumes
of data to support “executing a range of
descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and
prescriptive analytical applications”. Heller
(https://is.gd/fapeva) is making use of this
technology to support such things as an
imaging method comparable to magnetic
resonance imaging that sees a high
resolution image of the workpiece displayed
via a web browser and the operating panel
of the machine, without requiring cameras
or additional sensors in the machine.

Finally, there are cloud platforms such as
Siemens MindSphere and FANUC’s FIELD
(to be launched in Europe later this year).
MindSphere is an open Internet of Things
(IoT) operating system that connects
products, plants, systems and machines,
enabling users to harness data generated
by the IoT and apply advanced analytics. It
also incorporates apps – Manage
MyMachines displays critical machine data,
status of machines and machine history.
Increased machine availability, reduced
downtime and new digital offerings for
customers are its underlined benefits.
Heller is making use of the MindSphere
platform to support a cloud-connected
condition-monitoring app that can either
provide customers with highest system
uptime for the machines that they have
purchased, or, additionally, can allow them
to pay for the use of the machines without
buying them outright.
Earlier this year, Studer (https://is.gd/
ulonos) presented three apps – Production
Manager, Remote Service and Service
Monitor, although the cloud service provider
was not named. The first visualises machine
data, the second supports remote machine
diagnostics and the last makes it easier to
consult operating instructions related to
maintenance tasks (see article: https://is.
gd/exubew).
A cloud initiative launched by a group of
manufacturing technology suppliers,
ADAMOS (https://is.gd/yawofa), aims to
offer an independent cloud-based IIoT
(Industrial Internet of Things) platform with
services for smaller machine tool making
companies not able to develop their own
platform for the provision of cloud-based
customer services. It “provides IT services
for manufacturing, stores and analyses
production-relevant data”. DMG Mori is a
partner in ADAMOS.
German machine/laser maker Trumpf is
behind the Axoom platform (www.axoom.
com), which provides a cloud-hosted
business software solution, from order to
despatch, taking in machine monitoring and
management, and more. Another cloud
example is Forcam’s Advanced Shop Floor
Management Technology that reduces
downtime, errors and scrap to a minimum –
or eliminates them all together, taking data
to do so from connected machines. ■
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Ericsson and Germany’s Fraunhofer
Institute for Production Technology teamed
up to explore and develop 5G industrial
applications, with the ﬁrst use case being the
production of blisks for MTU Aero Engines
(see main text, p53)

Mobile
& manufacturing
In March this year (https://is.gd/itulas), Machinery took a look at the
potential of 5G mobile communications for manufacturing. The area is
deﬁnitely hotting up, as Andrew Allcock reveals here

M

obile networks employing 5G are
expected to become widely
available globally during 2020,
although as part of a wider European push
(https://is.gd/gacase), the UK’s first city to
be made 5G-enabled will be announced this
summer, winning government cash backing
into the bargain. However, mobile operator
EE will switch on the UK’s first live 5G trial
network in East London in October, while
Telefonica UK is to build a 5G test bed at
The O2 that will go live later this year.
As we go to press with this issue, the
government has just unveiled its Future
Telecomms Infrastructure Review, in which it
says: “We want the majority of the
population to have 5G coverage by 2027.”
According to the EU Commission’s 5G for
Europe: An Action Plan document: “5G is
seen as a game changer, enabling industrial
transformations through wireless broadband
services provided at gigabit speeds.” And
Qualcomm explains that while local area
networks based on ethernet, WiFi and LTE
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(4G mobile) are already used in industrial
applications, 5G allows users to “configure
the network to exactly the performance it
requires”, adding “industrial networks can
be designed and optimised for real-time
performance, extreme reliability and
availability, and for stringent privacy and
security restrictions”. Qualcomm is a world
leader in 3G and next-generation mobile
technologies.
On an environmental note, there’s a 90%
reduction in network energy usage on offer
with 5G; 40% of network operating costs are
pure energy, according to mobile operator
representative body GSMA.
This year’s Mobile World Congress
(MWC), held in March, was abuzz with 5G
chatter. Part of its seminar programme took
in a 5G summit, with it heralding the
technology thus: “5G is fast approaching
and it will have a profound impact on almost
every industry around the world.” And mobile
technology firm Ericsson says that real-time
automation has a revenue potential of $101
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billion by 2026. It also adds that by 2023,
5G will make up around one-fifth of all
mobile data traffic, with subscription uptake
forecast to reach one billion.
Already, at MWC 2017, Kuka (https://is.
gd/aregis) and China’s Huawei X Labs
showed robots employing 5G. A live
demonstration showed a pair of robot arms
performing dancing and drumming in precise
synchronisation and collaboration. According
to Kuka, the 5G live demonstration
highlighted some of the capabilities offered
by the technology, achieving latency as low
as 1 ms with 1 μs clock synchronisation and
99.999% reliability. “5G cellular wireless
technology will enable Kuka to provide robotbased production systems with even more
flexibility through wireless machine-tomachine and machine-to-cloud
communication,” said Stefan Lampa, CEO of
Kuka Robotics.
Later in 2017, Huawei Wireless X Labs
got together with industry partners to
establish a Wireless Connected Factory
Special Interest Group (SIG). Those partners
included ABB, Bosch, Beckhoff and Kuka.
In our March issue, we reported that
Huawei and Festo (https://is.gd/ujahuh) are
jointly exploring 5G network applications in
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A selection of 5G industrial use cases, with the network performance requirements
indicated (source: Qualcomm Technologies Inc)
manufacturing and promote the digital
transformation of the industry.
“In the factory of the future, everyone and
everything will stay connected to rely on
manufacturing services provided in industrial
clouds,” says Dirk Pensky, the head of
Festo’s software engineering department.
“Festo is involved in different activities to
shape the future of our factories. 5G will
become the communication technology for
smart manufacturing and we aim to prove
that with this co-operation.”
Also in 2017, ABB (https://is.gd/wemise)
partnered with Ericsson to establish a joint
5G industrial innovation lab. The lab,
physically located at ABB’s premises in
Västerås, Sweden, will be equipped with
infrastructure and network services from
Ericsson, including connection to the
company’s 5G virtualised core network, edge
computing (local/distributed cloud), network
slicing (allows multiple virtual networks to be
created on top of a common shared physical
infrastructure) and Ericsson’s IoT accelerator
platform. Projects in areas such as process,
factory automation and robotics are planned.
Ericsson is working also with Italy’s
Comau, who’s innovation manager, Massimo
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Ippolito, says: “5G provides the platform for
explorative analytics and real-time predictive
and preventative maintenance. As
performance data collected by the robots
and other systems in the plant is
automatically cross-referenced and
processed using pattern recognition
analytics, companies can identify potential
breakdowns or bottlenecks on individual
machines before they even happen.”
Of particular industrial significance,
earlier this year, in an industry-first,
Qualcomm Technologies demonstrated a
wireless PROFINET industrial ethernet over
5G NR (new radio). Said the company of this
feat: “The ability to run industrial ethernet
over a wireless network facilitates
reconfigurable factories – a key concept of
Industry 4.0 – to increase productivity and
flexibility. The demonstration previews new
use cases for 5G NR ultra-reliable low
latency communication (URLLC) submillisecond latency, including the ability to
run precise command-and-control for highdemand factory automation applications.”
This forthcoming mobile technology has
previously been linked for industrial
purposes with cloud computing, but if 5G is

to support the data-intensive needs of
factories treading the Industry 4.0 path, it is
recognised that, just as Siemens with
Industrial Edge and FANUC with FIELD are
bringing this onto the shopfloor, then 5G
must be able to do likewise. Ericsson is onto
this, saying that with its distributed cloud
offering: “We bring cloud capabilities closer
to the consumer, providing a unified
experience through end-to-end orchestration,
increasing performance and resilience, being
able to run any workload anywhere in the
network.”
GSMA, the body that represents the
interests of mobile operators worldwide, is a
booster for this more local data processing.
Says its CTO, Alex Sinclair: “If you’re doing
simultaneous real-time translation in the
cloud, you need to be able to control latency
and jitter. If you can’t do that, when you
speak, it’s going to take a while before it
comes out, so that’s where you need to
push something closer to the edge.
“Now, some people think the edge
means literally sitting in a [mobile] cell
tower. That’s probably a little bit delusional.
But to have data centres closer than the
traditional players – you know, the Amazons,
the Googles – that will inevitably be the
case. They’re obviously moving this direction
as well and I think there will be some
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fantastic partnership models between
existing cloud providers, maybe new cloud
providers, but also local clouds facilitated
by [mobile network] operators.”
Latest big news from the manufacturing
technology sector comes from Taiwanese
machine tool giant FFG Group and fellow
Taiwanese firm Adlink. Represented in the
UK by MT Squared (https://is.gd/fefove), FFG
has partnered with the Taiwanheadquartered global leader in edge
computing to develop and apply the new
ROS2 (Robot Operating System).
Says Jim Liu, Adlink’s CEO: “Taiwan’s
manufacturing industry has robust
capabilities that are well recognised by the
world. By combining leading-edge 5G
network technologies with open source
ROS2/DDS platforms, we have crafted a
highly competitive manufacturing
environment converging IT [information
technology], OT [operational technology] and
CT [communications technology], to create
a smart robotics industry ecosystem
realising challenging ‘Future Factory’
implementations.”
FFG says it will build the world’s first
demonstration production line for factories
of the future, implementing fast and reliable
ROS2-based data exchange. FFG CTO Dr
Ren Luo explains: “Factories of the future
incorporate numerous portable, flexible,
interconnected and dynamically adjustable
elements to accommodate customised
production with optimal efficiency. The
integration of 5G communication
technologies and ROS2/DDS platforms at
this time will realise high performance
implementation.”

Dedicated wireless networking is critical,
because, says Adlink: “With ever-growing
demands for highly customised products,
factories of the future require top-speed realtime data transmission across operations
lines. Production line architecture must
increasingly support extreme flexibility,
interconnectivity and dynamic adjustability,
with a wide variety of connected elements,
machine-based and otherwise.”
Adlink and FFG previously participated in
EU research project Clear5G (http://clear5g.
eu), which involved Toshiba’s UK business
unit and University of Surrey. According to
Adlink, ROS2 will provide system
architecture enabling real-time control and
reliable communication. It provides high
efficiency middleware for data exchange and
is quickly becoming the API standard for
smart robotics development.
In this latest effort, Adlink will incorporate
AI technologies to develop robot controllers
with vision, detection, precision control and
real-time communication capabilities as
open source tools, thereby allowing
standardisation of ROS2 as a common
platform for mobile robots. Adlink looks to
introduce more than 200 innovative smart
robotics products by 2025, with this “further
consolidating Taiwan’s position of global
leadership in the field”.
Apart from all this forward-looking activity,
there is already a real-world European
example of 5G in action in manufacturing.
Ericsson and Germany’s Fraunhofer Institute
for Production Technology (see also box
below) teamed up to explore and develop
industrial applications of 5G, with the first
use case being the production of blisks for

MTU Aero Engines. This is Ericsson’s first
published tangible 5G/manufacturing case
study, in fact.
Says Thomas Dautl, director of
manufacturing technology, MTU Aero
Engines: “A blade-integrated disk [blisk] is a
high value component. The milling process
takes 15-20 hours and the total lead time is
around three-four months, including coating
processes and quality checks. The new
5G-based production technology will help
make our operations more efficient.”
Today, there is no satisfactory way to
monitor and correct the milling process while
underway, and the machined end result is
revealed only when the entire process is
completed. Ericsson adds that rework after
machining is often as high as 25% and goes
on to say that milling issues, such as
vibration patterns affecting the end result,
could be revealed by monitoring the process
in real time. This data could then be used to
instantly optimise the milling process,
limiting the need for rework. The continuous
real-time data transfer over 5G also allows
the generation of a digital twin, a virtual
reflection of the component to be generated,
showing the details of the process results,
Ericsson offers.
The 5G-enabled blisk case alone can
save approximately €27 million for one
single factory, and up to €360 million
globally, according to the latest Ericsson
Consumer and Industry Lab Business Value
Report. From a sustainability perspective,
CO2 emissions from both the production of
blisks and their operation in jet engines can
be reduced by some 16 million tons
annually, on a global basis, it is claimed. ■

German Industry 4.0 club offers
5G-networked machinery testbed
The three Fraunhofer Institutes for Production Technology IPT, for Laser Technology
ILT and for Molecular Biology and Applied Ecology IME will team up with the RWTH
Aachen University and industrial partners to develop production systems and supply
chains in line with Industry 4.0 and test their suitability for industrial applications on
the basis of specific production tasks. Along with their partners, the institutes will
explore various means of raising forecasting efficiency within adaptive process chains
and areas of application for digital twins and big data analytics in the production
environment in five pilot lines in various sectors. As part of this, research club
members have access to 5G-networked machinery. https://is.gd/pulavu
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

CNC Training/Programming

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC SOLUTIONS UK
Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com
In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

01420 544909

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for almost 30 years

Deep Hole Drilling

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

EDM

Measuring Equipment

4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Honing

TB T
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Precision Cleaning
Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

Spraywash

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm

01420 544909

• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

To advertise here
please call

www.minigears.co.uk

Paula Swann
on 01322
221144
Subcontract Services

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR

Express Laser Cutting
Water Jet Cutting
Metal Fabrication
cheshirelasercut.co.uk

SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Wanted Machine Tools

Wanted Welding Plant

01606 45405
Ultrasonic Cleaning

Workholding
TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difﬁcult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com
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UK companies think they’re better than they are; automation, aqueous degreasing
& toolmaking success stories; UK machine tool industry in focus; & EMO 1993
technology developments under the microscope

august 1993

e highlight the mismatch between companies’ views
of their international competitiveness and reality.
Nearly three-quarters of UK firms believe they are a
match for their best international competitors, but
only 2% achieve world-class status, with 42% being contenders,
says the ‘Made in Britain’ report from IBM Consulting and Professor
Voss of the London Business School. Voss’ Benchmarking Centre
has just been established to help companies improve their
performance and we suggest that the arrival of benchmarking
appears not to have come too soon.
In news, we report that Modular Automation has scored export
success in the USA, Italy and France with assembly machines. Still
in business today, it is now headquartered in Shannon, Co. Clare,
Ireland. Gear specialist SH Muffett, which also remains in operation
today, is celebrating its accreditation to quality standard BS5750
pt2. Grinding machine tool maker Jones & Shipman has sold its
small tools operation to WDS and we have a big news report on
Toolmasters Group. It is home to press tool making expertise
connected with razor blade production, and also includes what was
Diaform, a maker of on-machine grinding wheel dressing devices.
The group employs 75 and has recently
taken on Microspark rotary spark
erosion machinery. The company’s
then sales director says: “We couldn’t
make something inaccurately if we tried,”
adding that 85% of its turnover is derived
from exports. The group’s good fortune didn’t
last; it is shown dissolved in 2000. Finally in
news, Midlands firm Ultraseal has developed a
range of front-loading aqueous degreasing
machines that outperform solvent degreasers,
it is claimed. Several installations at
automotive firms are cited. Today that
technology resides within MecWash, which
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continues its automotive success (see p33 this issue).
Ahead of the biennial EMO manufacturing technology exhibition,
this year to be held in Germany, our lead feature asks the question
‘does the UK still have a significant machine tool industry?’.
Machinery’s editors get in their cars and visit some of the
remaining players, both manufacturers and importers. The list
takes in Amada United Kingdom, Bridgeport Machines (now part of
the USA’s Hardinge), C Dugard, Cardinal Broach (defunct),
Cincinnati Milacron (some elements dispersed, some defunct),
Cranfield Precision (France’s Fives Group), Dunbar & Cook
(dissolved the following year), Giddings & Lewis (Fives Group),
Hitachi Seiki (subsumed within German-Japanese DMG Mori),
Holroyd Machine Tools (Chinese-owned Precision Technologies
Group) Jones & Shipman (Hardinge), Kryle Machine Tools (defunct),
LVD Shape (Belgium’s LVD), Newall Manufacturing Technology
(Spain’s Danobat), Pennine Automation (today a spares service)
and Saville Machine Tools (defunct). In the same article, we also
highlight the UK’s poor investment record: at $19.74/capita, it falls
well behind Germany ($62) and Japan ($46). Singapore is top, with
$100, and Switzerland second, notching up $82. More happily, we
are able to point to growth after the recession, with both
manufacturing and steel output on the up for the UK.
As we are just one month away from the EMO show, we have a
run-down of what to expect. Low-cost vertical machining centres
from the likes of Bridgeport, Cincinnati Milacron and Kryle Machine
Tools, for a start, we say. At the beginning of the 1990s, this was
an area of great activity. But an innovation to be unveiled at the
show is Emag’s inverted spindle, self-loading VTL – changing
spindle motor technology has allowed this. It is the start of a trend
that others will follow and is a low-cost automation solution for, in
the main, automotive parts’ makers. Emag continues with its
automotive focus today, but with the electric car looming, it and
others in the German machine tool industry know that this will
mean the machining of fewer parts than for IC engines. ■
Australia win
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4-1
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